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WATERLOO UNITED - HOME BASED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

▸ Summary:  

▸ Promotes opportunities to explore the game in various forms outside of formal 
training/learning.  

▸ Promotes individual and collective understanding in what is required to 
perform at the highest level. 

▸ Gives players the opportunity to work on both their strengths & development 
areas away from regular training.



What ü Got? 
20 Second Video (Maximum). 
What skill do you want to share? 
What activity have you been doing away from practice? 
Are you the most skillful player at the club? 
Time to find out…. 

How to take part? 
Step 1 -  Post a video of your own skill or one of the individual skill development activities 

Step 2 - Tag @WMSC1971  

Step 3 - Use #whatugotwaterloo  

Step 4 - Clubs TD will pick a winner every Friday 



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Innovative Dribbling! Passing to play forwards! Receiving to play forwards!

30 minutes (10 mins per activity max) 

4-5 times a week? 

You choose what  

you need to work on!  

Activity 1 - Dribbling using the square. Every time you hit the edge, use a turn to change direction. 
Progression: Use a variety of different sized balls, put the different balls in the square as extra chaos & dribble round them switching between balls frequently. 
Activity 2 - First, dribble to the first cone, then change direction to the other side. The second time now dribble through the middle diamond, break past the 'defender'. The 3rd time, dribble to the cone & 
change direction. Forth time, dribble through the middle diamond, break past the 'defender'. This cycle continues. 
Activity 3: Green gates, you dribble through, red gates you stop & turn, yellow gates you go through and turn back through. 

COACHING POINTS: 
CP1 - Using multiple surfaces to change direction. Inside, outside, sole. 
CP2 - Changing speeds, when changing direction, use your standing foot/leg to help take off! 
CP3 - Ball kept close when in tight situations, use bigger touch when breaking forward. 



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Innovative Dribbling! Passing to play forwards! Receiving to play forwards!

30 minutes (10 mins per activity max) 

4-5 times a week? 

You choose what  

you need to work on!  

Activity 1 - Ball against the ball, try to pass with one foot and then the next. Progression: Use, multiple balls (different sizes 5,4,3). Change ball every 20 successful passes. 
Activity 2 - Pass & turn, pass against one surface, as the ball travels back adjust to play the other way. Give yourself a point for 1 touch pass. Use this to practice deceiving movement, dummys 
etc. 
Activity 3 - 10 passes against the wall, then on the 10th pass, let it run over the halfway line and you score into the goal. Use this to practice deceiving movement, dummys etc. 

COACHING POINTS: 
CP1 - Passing with minimal touches, watch the ball as it travels to adjust. 
CP2 - Adjust to play forward, do this with deceiving movements. 
CP3 - Use your body (arms, supporting leg, head) to stay balanced. Try and maximize time with non-dominant foot. 



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Innovative Dribbling! Passing to play forwards! Receiving to play forwards!

30 minutes (10 mins per activity max) 

4-5 times a week? 

You choose what  

you need to work on!  

Activity 1 - Juggle in the inside zone, on the 10th touch break out of the inside square through one of the gates. You must have the ball under control when breaking out. 
Activity 2 - Red/Green - Thrower, ball is thrown in and thrower will say red or green. On red the ball goes back, on green the receiver turns. The thrower will then say 1 
or 2 as the player turns and the attacker then dribbles through that gate. Progression: React the the opposite word, red is go, 1 is 2. 
Activity 3 - Soccer tennis, make your own rules. You can do this with a wall too. 

COACHING POINTS: 
CP1 - Eye on the ball as you receive. Adjust your body to either bring the ball in, or push the ball forward. 
CP2 - Use a variety of body parts to move the ball forwards, foot (inside/outside/laces), thigh, head etc. 
CP3 - Use your body (arms, supporting leg, head) to stay balanced. Try and maximize time with non-dominant foot. 



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES

30 minutes (10 mins per activity max) 

4-5 times a week? 

You choose what  

you need to work on!  

Ball against the wall! Keep up! Tennis ball.

CLICK ON THE ICON TO 
SEE TAKE ON THESE 

DIFFERENT CHALLENGES 
& WORK AT HOME.

Control & Finish



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

CLICK ON THE PLAYER ICONS TO SEE 
WHAT THESE PROFESSIONALS DO AWAY 

FROM THEIR TEAM TRAINING 
ENVIRONMENTS!

Alex MorganPaulo Dybala



INDIVIDUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

CLICK ON THE PLAYER ICONS TO HEAR 
FROM EX-PROFESSIONALS ON HOW 
THEY EXCELLED WITHIN THE GAME.  

COULD YOU TRY THIS?

Vincent Kompany

Defending 
in 1v2 

Scenarios

Andres Iniesta

Creating space as  
a 

midfielder

1v1  
wide to inside.

Arjen Robben

Petr Cech

GK 
Masterclass


